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194. Reticulofenestra maceria Shafik (1989) 
 

 

 
Fig. 4K-N 

 
Name: Maceria (Latin), a wall or enclosure.  
Diagnosis: A species of Reticulofenestra with a high wall surrounding the central opening 

on the distal side. Central opening, with a grille of anastomosing rods, occupying about 
one-third of the diameter of the coccolith along the minor axis.  

Description: Elliptical placolith with both shields almost equal in size. Both rim margins 
are serrated. The rim width of the distal shield is about half the width of the central 
opening along the minor axis. The distal shield is constructed of a large number 
(average 50) of narrow wedge-shaped elements (rays). These are radially arranged or 
imbricate slightly in a dextral direction with a slight clockwise inclination. The central 
opening is spanned by a grille of anastomosing rods which often join along the major 
axis to form a low ridge. In corroded specimens, however, a long slit may exist in place 
of the ridge. The central portion of the grille is mainly reticulated, whereas perforations 
nearer the central tube are mainly slit-like. On the distal side a high flaring wall 
surrounds the central opening. This is constructed of narrow imbricate plates which, 
when visible in the inner side of the wall, seem to be continuous with the rods of the 
central grille. On the other hand, the wall may be the distal projection of the central 
tube. The thickness of the wall varies, and this is thought to be related to the amount of 
secondary calcite deposited.  
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Damaged specimens are usually without parts of their central grille, but the high wall 
surrounding the central opening is usually a persistent structure.  

Differentiation: The high wall surrounding the central opening of R. maceria sp. nov. 
readily differentiates this species from other known species of Reticulofenestra including 
the larger R. oamaruensis (Deflandre) which has a low wall surrounding its much wider 
central area. The central grille of R. maceria differs from that of R. oamaruensis, but 
resembles that of Reticulofenestra hampdenensis Edwards. The latter species is, however, 
without a surrounding wall.  

Material: Holotype CPC21512 (Fig. 4K) is from the Browns Creek Clays, sample MFN-1832. 
Paratypes CPC21514 and CPC21515 are from the same sample as the holotype, but 
CPC21513 is from sample MFN-2062 in the Browns Creek Clays. Length and width of 
the holotype (CPC21512) are 5 and 4 microns respectively.  
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